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Sponsor Overview
At Eaton, we’re energized by the challenge of powering a world that 
demands more. With over 100 years experience in electrical power 
management, we have the expertise to see beyond today. 

Whatever the challenge, Eaton delivers with innovative solutions. 
Power distribution and circuit protection. Backup power protection. 
Control and automation. Lighting and security. Structural solutions 
and wiring devices. Solutions for harsh and hazardous environments. 
And engineering services.

Eaton is an expert partner for helping engineers specify electrical 
systems to exceed the exacting standards of commercial 
construction, data centers and other projects. From groundbreaking 
products to commissioning support, critical industries all over the 
world count on Eaton. 

We power businesses with reliable, efficient and safe electrical 
solutions. Along with the personal service, support and bold thinking 
to answer tomorrow’s needs today. Follow the charge with us.

Eaton.com/followthecharge

http://www.eaton.com/FTC/index.htm?wtredirect=www.eaton.com/followthecharge
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Lighting Control Requirements: What’s Current and What to Expect
This article examines lighting control requirements in 
various codes and standards, commissioning these 
controls, and what engineers may expect in the future.

Brian K. Baumgartle, PE, LC, LEED AP, CMTA Consulting Engineers, 
Louisville, Ky.

Learning objectives 

1. Learn which codes dictate lighting controls and requirements.
2. Understand the different lighting controls available for various 

applications.
3. Understand compliance and functional testing requirements. 

Energy codes require lighting engineers to design lighting systems 
that meet prescribed power allowances, use daylighting controls, 
control spaces through occupancy, and specify and perform 
functional testing in their lighting designs. ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 
Standard 90.1 and the International Energy Conservation Code 
(IECC) are the two most prevalent energy codes governing lighting, 
with some states having specific energy codes. This article examines 
lighting control requirements in various codes and standards, 
commissioning these controls, and what engineers may expect in the 
future. ASHRAE 90.1–2010 and IECC-2012 will be the focus. 

ASHRAE and IECC both require spaces surrounded by ceiling height 
partitions (walls) to have an individual manual control (switches/
dimmers). The control must be within the space or remote located 
with an indicator that identifies the space/area it serves. Exemptions to 
this requirement are for areas that must be continuously illuminated for 
safety/security and corridors or stairways used for means of egress. 

In addition to the above requirement, light reduction is required. 

ASHRAE 90.1 Section 9.4.1.2a requires a control step between 30% 
and 70%, which can be accomplished with a number of variations 
such as switching alternating lamp, dimming ballast/driver, or stepped 
ballast/driver. IECC-2012 Section C405.2.1.2 requires a control step 
of 50% with even illumination in the space and offers specific ways to 
accomplish this by controlling all lamps or luminaries; dual switching 
alternate rows of luminaries, alternate luminaries, or alternate lamps; 
switching the middle lamp luminaries independently of the outer 
lamps; or switching each luminaire or each lamp. 

Exceptions to 9.4.1.2a are:
• Lights in corridors, electrical/mechanical rooms, public lobbies, 

restrooms, stairways, and storage rooms
• Spaces with only one luminaire with rated input power less than 

100 W

https://www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/standard-90-1
https://www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/standard-90-1
http://shop.iccsafe.org/2012-international-energy-conservation-code-soft-cover.html
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• Space types with lighting power allowance of less than 0.6 W/sq ft. 
Exceptions to C405.2.1.2 are:

• Areas that have only one luminaire, with rated power less than 100 W
• Areas that are controlled by an occupant-sensing device
• Corridors, equipment rooms, storerooms, restrooms, public lobbies, 

electrical rooms, or mechanical rooms
• Sleeping units
• Spaces that use less than 0.6 W/sq ft
• Daylighting spaces complying with 

C405.2.2.3.2. 

Automatic lighting controls 

In addition to manual controls, ASHRAE 
90.1 and IECC require automatic 
controls for interior lighting. Automatic 
time control and occupancy based 
(occupancy sensors) are methods that 
can be used to comply. Requirements 
are defined in IECC Section C405.2.2 
and ASHRAE 90.1 Section 9.4.1. 

IECC mandates automatic time switch 
devices in addition to manual controls. 

This can be accomplished using lighting control systems (LCS), 
building automation systems (BAS), and/or digital time switches. 
When an automatic time switch control device is used, an override is 
to be located in a readily accessible space with a maximum override 
up to 2 hours. Overrides are to be zoned up to 5,000 sq ft. In malls, 
arcades, auditoriums, single tenant retail spaces, industrial facilities, 

and arenas, the override can exceed 
two hours with a captive key and can be 
zoned more than 20,000 sq ft. 

This IECC mandate may not be the 
most efficient or practical method for 
most spaces such as private offices 
and classrooms. IECC allows engineers 
to design with occupancy sensors 
in lieu of time switch based devices 
and systems. Occupancy sensors 
per C405.2.2.2 are required in all 
classrooms, conference/meeting rooms, 
employee lunch and break rooms, 
private offices, restrooms, storage 
rooms, janitorial closets, and other 
spaces 300 sq ft or smaller enclosed 
by ceiling height partitions. Occupancy 

Lighting Control Requirements: What’s Current and What to Expect (cont.)

http://www.eaton.com/CJE/energizing/Lighting-Solutions-WaveStream/index.htm?utm_campaign=Energizing_Lighting_Solutions&utm_medium=Banner_Epublication&utm_source=Consulting_Specifying_Engineer_Flat_Eguide&utm_content=WaveStream_LED_Static_300x250
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sensors for these spaces shall turn the lights off after 30 minutes 
of being unoccupied. In addition, the occupancy sensor must 
be manual-on or 50% auto-on/50% manual-on. (Manual-
on occupancy sensors are also known as vacancy sensors.) 
Full automatic-on is acceptable in public corridors, stairways, 
restrooms, primary building entrance areas, lobbies, and where 
occupants would be endangered due to safety and security. 

Exceptions to C405.2.2.1 and C405.2.2.2 for automatic time 
switches and occupancy sensors are in sleeping areas where 
patient care is directly provided, continuous operation/occupancy, 
or where automatic shut-off would endanger occupant safety and 
security (see Table 1). 

ASHRAE 90.1 is very similar to the requirements of IECC with the 
following differences. Automatic schedule based controls shall 

be zoned up to 25,000 sq ft but for no more than one floor. A 
signal from an alarm/security system can override the lights to off 
during unoccupied hours. See Table 2 for the areas that require 

the lighting to turn off after 30 minutes of all occupants leaving a 
space. 

Exceptions to these are spaces with multi-scene control systems, 
shop and laboratory classrooms, spaces that would endanger 
occupants’ safety and security, and lighting required for 24-hour 
operation. 

ASHRAE 90.1 mandatory provision 9.4 outlines the requirements 
for lighting controls. A general statement in the first paragraph 
requires that any automatic control device for building interiors be 
either manual-on or controlled to automatically turn on to not more 
than 50%. Full automatic-on is only allowed public corridors and 
stairwells, restrooms, primary building entrance areas, and lobbies. 
In addition, full automatic-on is allowed where manual-on operation 
would endanger the safety and security of the occupants. 

There are several ways to satisfy this mandate, one of which for 
a small room is to use a stand-alone vacancy sensor in lieu of 
an occupancy sensor. Vacancy sensors require manual-on by 
pressing or toggling a switch. If occupancy is not detected after 
a selected time period, the lights will turn off and must again be 
manually turned on. Wall-mounted vacancy sensors are almost 
identical to wall-mounted occupancy sensors. These devices 

Lighting Control Requirements: What’s Current and What to Expect (cont.)

In addition to manual controls, ASHRAE 90.1 and IECC require automatic controls for 
interior lighting. Automatic time control and occupancy based (occupancy sensors) 
are methods that can be used to comply. Requirements are defined in IECC Section 
C405.2.2 and ASHRAE 90.1 Section 9.4.1. Courtesy: WattStopper
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use the same technology, with the exception of how the lights are 
turned on. Both of these devices can be manually turned off using 
the pushbutton switch. 

For larger and more complex rooms such as school classrooms 
that also require daylighting zones, a lighting control system or 
BAS may be necessary. Using a wall-mounted or ceiling-mounted 
occupancy sensor and momentary switches (as vacancy switches) 
would be the minimum condition. 

Daylight zone control 

Per IECC, daylight zones are required and must have individual 
control (manual or automatic) of the lights independent of general 
area lighting and controlled per C405.2.2.3.1 (manual daylighting 
controls) or C405.2.2.3.2 (automatic daylighting controls). Each 
daylight control zone has to be ≤2500 sq ft. Contiguous daylight 
zones adjacent to vertical fenestrations can be controlled by a 
single controlling device if the zone doesn’t include areas facing 
more than two adjacent orientations (i.e., north, east, south, and 
west). Daylight zones under skylights >15 ft from the perimeter 
must be controlled separately from daylight zones adjacent to 
vertical fenestrations. 

Exceptions to this rule are daylight spaces either enclosed by 
walls or ceiling height partitions or containing one or two light 
fixtures. General lighting would not have to have a separate 
switch. 

Lighting Control Requirements: What’s Current and What to Expect (cont.)

ASHRAE and 
IECC both require 
spaces surrounded 
by ceiling height 
partitions (walls) to 
have an individual 
manual control 
(switches/dimmers). 
The control must be 
within the space or 
remote located with 
an indicator that 
identifies the space/
area it serves.
Courtesy: 
WattStopper
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Natural top lighting 

When natural daylighting is used for top lighting (skylights, tubular 
daylighting devices, etc.), ASHRAE 90.1- 2010 Section 9.4.1.5 and 
IECC-2012 Section C402.3.2.1 require automatic daylighting controls. 
Both codes are very similar. The lighting in the daylit area must be 
separately controlled by at least one multilevel photocontrol and be 
remotely controlled and readily accessible. The artificial lighting must 
be continuously dimmable or step dimmed. Both require a minimum of 
one step no greater than 35%, and ASHRAE requires a second step 
between 50% and 70%. There are many fluorescent ballast and LED 
drivers that can provide either required continuous diming or stepped 
dimming. For the daylighting controls, the light fixtures can have integral 
light sensors or one light sensor for a zone (group) of light fixtures. 

ASHRAE exceptions to 9.4.1.5 are:
• Daylighted areas under skylights where it is documented that 

existing adjacent structures or natural objects block direct beam 
sunlight for more than 1,500 daytime hours per year between 8 a.m. 
and 4 p.m.

• Daylighted areas where the skylight effective aperture (EA) is less 
than 0.6%

• Building Climate Zone 8 with daylight areas totaling less than 1,500 
sq ft in an enclosed space.

IECC exceptions to C402.3.2.1 are:
• Buildings in Climate Zones 6 through 8
• Spaces where the designated general lighting power densities are 

less than 0.5 W/sq ft
• Areas where it is documented that existing structures or natural 

objects block direct beam sunlight on at least half of the roof over 
the enclosed area for more than 1,500 daytime hours per year 
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. 

Spaces where the daylight zone under rooftop monitors is greater 
than 50% of the enclosed space floor area.

Controls for natural side-lighting 

ASHRAE 90.1 requires and IECC has the option of automatic 
daylighting controls for primary side lighted areas. (IECC has the 
option for manual controls in lieu of automatic.) When the combined 
primary side-lighted area in an enclosed space is equal or greater 
than 250 sq ft, the lamps for general lighting in the primary side-
lighted (daylit) area must be separately controlled by at least one 
multilevel photocontrol and be remotely controlled and readily 
accessible. The artificial lighting must be continuously dimmable or 
step dimmed. Both require a minimum of one step no greater than 
35%, and ASHRAE requires a second step at between 50% and 70%. 

Lighting Control Requirements: What’s Current and What to Expect (cont.)
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There are many fluorescent ballast and LED drivers that can provide 
either required continuous diming or stepped dimming. For the 
daylighting controls, the light fixtures can have integral light sensors or 
one light sensor for a zone (group) of light fixtures. 

ASHRAE exceptions to 9.4.1.4 are:
• Primary (daylighted) side-lighted areas where the tops of the 

existing adjacent structures are twice as high above the windows 
as their distance away from the windows

• Primary side-lighted areas where the side-lighting effective 
aperture is less than 10% percent

• Retail areas. 

Specific application controls 

The following areas require special controls above and beyond other 
requirements in ASHRAE 90.1 and IECC: 

1. These types are controlled by dedicated, independent control 
a. Display and accent lighting 
b. Display case lighting 
c. Non-visual applications (i.e., plant growth and food warming) 
d. Lighting equipment for sale or demonstration in lighting 
    education  

2. Hotel and motel sleeping units and guest suites 
a. Master control device at main room entry 
i. Controls all permanently installed luminaries and switched 
   receptacles  

3. Supplemental task lighting, including permanently installed 

4. Under-shelf or under-cabinet lighting 
a. Have control device integral to luminaries or 

Lighting Control Requirements: What’s Current and What to Expect (cont.)

The boardroom of the Emily Hundley Library at St. Catharine (Ky.) College demonstrates 
daylighting control for natural side-lighting. Courtesy: CMTA Consulting Engineers
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b. Be controlled by a readily accessible, wall-mounted control device

5. Stairwell lighting (ASHRAE 90.1 specific)
a. Have one or more control devices to automatically reduce 
    lighting power in any one controlled zone by at least 50% within 
    30 minutes of all occupants leaving that controlled zone.

Parking garage lighting controls 

ASHRAE 90.1 has specific requirements when it comes to parking 
garage lighting. It is important to note the following requirements: 

1. Lighting is to be controlled by one or more devices to reduce 
the lighting power to each fixture by 30% when no activity is 
detected within a zone for no more than 30 minutes. This can be 
accomplished with occupancy sensors. Due to deep structures in 
garages, the line of sight for occupancy sensors is challenging. A 
practical way to accomplish this is to provide integral occupancy 
sensors in the parking garage fixture and link them together in the 
lighting zone. This will provide good coverage. 

2. Daylight transition zone lighting is to be controlled separately by a 
device that would automatically turn on the lighting during daylight 
hours and off at sunset. This helps the eye accommodate from 
high levels of daylight to lower artificial daylighting levels.

 3. For light fixtures within 20 ft of any perimeter wall structure that 
has a net opening to wall ratio of at least 40% and no exterior 
obstructions within 20 ft, the power shall be automatically 
reduced in response to the natural daylighting. 

Daylighting transition zones and ramps without parking are exempt 
from the first two items above. Applications using high-intensity 
discharge (HID) of 150 W or less or induction lamps are exempt from 
the first item above. 

Exterior lighting controls 

IECC requires exterior lighting to be controlled by a photocell and/
or astronomical time switch. Lighting control systems and BAS are 
typically used for astronomical time switches, and photocells can be 
an input to the system. Dusk to dawn operation can be accomplished 
with a photocell controlling all of the fixtures, or lighting fixtures can 
have integral photocells or a combination of the two approaches. 
Photocell and astronomical time switches can be used for fixtures that 
are not dusk to dawn and that can be turned off 2 hours after the last 
event and then turned on 2 hours before the first event. This reduces 
total energy consumption and is recommended by Illuminating 
Engineering Society (IES) as a control strategy for security (dark 
campus). 

Lighting Control Requirements: What’s Current and What to Expect (cont.)

http://www.ies.org/
http://www.ies.org/
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Lighting Control Requirements: What’s Current and What to Expect (cont.)

ASHRAE is similar to 
IECC, except the code 
requires building façade 
and landscape lighting to 
shut off between business 
closing or midnight, and 
business opening or 6 a.m. 
In addition, all other exterior 
lighting, such as area parking 
lot lighting, wall packs, and 
canopy fixtures shall reduce 
30% for energy savings for 
at least one of the following 
conditions:

• From midnight or within 
1 hour of the end of 
business operations, 
whichever is later, until 6 
a.m. or business opening, 
whichever is earlier

• During any period when 
no activity has been 
detected for a time of no 
longer than 15 minutes. 

This can be accomplished with an integral occupancy sensor 
and stepped/continuous dimming ballast/driver.  

Exception to ASHRAE 90.1 Section 9.4.1.7: Lighting for covered 
vehicle entrances or exits from buildings or parking structures 
where required for safety, security, or eye adaptation. 

Functional testing 

Functional testing (commissioning) is required for both ASHRAE 
90.1 and IECC to verify that all control hardware and software 
are performing as designed. It assures the controls are located, 
adjusted, aimed, calibrated, and programmed per construction 
documents and manufacturer’s installation instructions and 
recommendations. The construction documents must list 
the person and/or company that will perform the functional 
testing. The authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) can reserve the 
right to have an approved party independent of the design 
or construction perform the functional test. When occupant 
sensors, time switches, programmable schedule controls, and 
photosensor daylighting controls are installed, the following 
procedures shall be performed: 

• Placement, sensitivity, and time-out adjustments for occupant 
sensors yield acceptable performance.

The entrance to Flaherty Primary School 
shows daylighting controls for toplighting.
Courtesy: Sherman-Carter-Barnhart Architects
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• Time switches and programmable schedule controls are 
programmed to turn the lights off.

• Placement and sensitivity adjustments for photosensor 
controls reduce electric light based on the amount of usable 
daylight in the space as specified.  

As-built drawings and operation and maintenance manuals must 
be turned over to the building owner within 90 days of the date of 
receipt of the certificate of occupancy. This requirement is for both 
ASHRAE 90.1 and IECC. Drawings are to include the location and 
performance data on each piece of equipment. 

Compliance submittal 

The U.S. Dept. of Energy’s (DOE) COMcheck is required in most 
states and local jurisdictions to show compliance not only for lighting 
power densities, but also for lighting controls. COMcheck verifies 
state code compliance for interior lighting, exterior lighting, HVAC, 
and building envelope. Engineers are required to verify if automatic 
controls meet or exceed code requirements as discussed above. 
COMcheck was developed by the DOE to make compliance easier 
for engineers, architects, and contractors to determine whether 
applicable projects meet ASHRAE 90.1, IECC, and state-specific 
codes. Building officials, plan checkers, and inspectors can review 

Functional performance testing ensures that the sensitivity adjustments for 
photosensor controls reduce electric light based on the amount of usable daylight in 
the space shown in the art room at Thomas Nelson High School in Bardstown, Ky. 
Thomas Nelson High School is the most energy-efficient high school in Kentucky with 
an energy use intensity of 22. Courtesy: Studio Kremer Architects

Lighting Control Requirements: What’s Current and What to Expect (cont.)

http://energy.gov/
http://www.energycodes.gov/comcheck
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a completed COMcheck, allowing them to quickly determine if a 
building project meets code. 

Energy codes are becoming more complex and stringent to meet. 
Understanding the requirements and what technology is available is 
imperative for the lighting engineer. Automatic lighting controls are 
required to provide additional energy savings over the prescribed 
power densities. 

While this is a comprehensive overview of lighting control requirements, 
it is not an all-encompassing look at lighting control requirements 
for commercial buildings. State and local codes and amendments 
along with local land development codes can be stricter than the 
requirements discussed in this article. Controls are necessary and, with 
careful selection and thoughtfulness with the owner in mind, can be a 
successfully engineered system. 

Many owners and building managers express frustration when 
lighting controls fail, become uncalibrated, or experience other issues. 
Changes in season affecting the daylighting zone controls or software 
updates are two of the many issues building owners deal with daily. 
When designing the lighting control system for a building, consider 
involving the owner during design to understand complexity and trade-
offs that will impact operation. 

Lighting Control Requirements: What’s Current and What to Expect (cont.)
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Recently, a large company with more than 2,500 retail stores that 
included exterior lighting did not have a commissioning process 
or requirement. A field survey of the stores indicated that most had 
exterior lighting fixtures with lamps that were lit 24 hours a day, 365 
days a year. 

Many of the stores had exterior lighting controls that consisted of an 
astronomical time clock. However, many of these clocks were never 
programmed correctly, which meant the exterior lighting did not turn 
on at dusk. The controls were set to override, leaving the exterior 
lighting on all the time. 

The complexity of lighting design has made 
commissioning of lighting controls an essential part of 
projects. Commissioning for the most part is voluntary; 
however, if an owner is contemplating U.S. Green 

Building Council LEED certification or if ASHRAE 90.1-2010 
compliance is required, commissioning is mandatory.

Michael Chow, PE, CxA, LEED AP BD+C, Metro CD Engineering LLC, 
Powell, Ohio.

Learning objectives

• Know the codes and standards that define lighting commissioning 
requirements. 

• Understand how lighting controls play a role. 
• Determine the commissioning authority’s role. 

Many building owners are just now realizing the importance of 
commissioning lighting systems. Addressing lighting deficiencies via 
commissioning has been documented to generate a 1.1- to 4.2-year 
payback (The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 2009). Studies 
show that more than 30% of new buildings have lighting deficiencies 
that could be rectified through proper commissioning (Lighting 
Controls Association, 2012). 

Commissioning Lighting Systems
Figure 2: The University of 
Toledo recently renovated its 
Larimer Athletic Complex. 
Shown is the new weight 
room for the football 
program.&amp;nbsp;Daylight 
harvesting was incorporated into 
the design to turn off artificial 
lighting and save energy when 
adequate daylight is present. 
Metro CD Engineering, LLC 
was the lighting design firm for 
the project; SSOE was the lead 
architecture/engineering design 
firm. Courtesy: JLK Photography

http://cx.lbl.gov/2009-assessment.html
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According to conservative estimates, 50% of these stores had lighting 
that did not turn off. Calculations estimated that the company could 
save more than $1.5 million annually if the exterior lighting for these 50 
stores would turn on at dusk and off at dawn. 

Commissioning lighting systems helps reduce energy consumption 
and operating costs. Other benefits include client/user satisfaction 
and acceptance of lighting control systems. Also, commissioning can 
result in increased marketability and value of a building. 

Lighting controls have grown in complexity with energy codes such 
as ASHRAE Standard 90.1: Energy Standard for Buildings Except 
Low-Rise Residential Buildings and U.S. Green Building Council’s 
LEED programs. Daylighting controls, occupancy/vacancy sensors 
with adaptive technology, astronomical timers, time-of-day shutoff, 
and multiple step-dimming lighting levels are some of the common 
lighting controls incorporated into building design and operation. 

Commissioning guidelines 
 
How does an engineer or commissioning agent commission 
these complex lighting controls? Fortunately, there are guidelines 
and processes: ASHRAE Guideline 0-2005: The Commissioning 
Process and ASHRAE Guideline 0-2013: The Commissioning 

Process; ASHRAE Standard 202-2013: Commissioning Process for 
Buildings and Systems; the ACG (AABC Commissioning Group) 
Commissioning Guideline; and IES DG-29-11: The Commissioning 
Process Applied to Lighting and Control Systems. 

The IES Lighting Handbook, 9th Edition, defines commissioning 
of lighting systems as “a systematic process that ensures that all 
elements of the lighting control system perform interactively and 
continuously according to documented design intent and the needs 
of the building owner.” 

Energy codes and LEED certification have made commissioning of 
lighting controls a requirement. ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1 
requires functional testing of lighting controls and systems. 
 
LEED Version 4 (the latest version of LEED) uses ASHRAE 90.1-2010 
as the baseline energy code. Not only does Standard 90.1 require 
functional testing of lighting controls and systems, LEED Version 
4 certification requires that lighting systems be commissioned. 
Functional testing is a core component of commissioning. 

This discussion focuses on LEED Version 4 BD+C (Building Design 
and Construction). LEED BD+C applies to new construction and 
major renovation, core and shell, schools, retail, data centers, 

Commissioning Lighting Systems (cont.)

https://www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/standard-90-1
https://www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/standard-90-1
http://www.usgbc.org/
http://www.techstreet.com/ashrae/products/1619765
http://www.techstreet.com/ashrae/products/1619765
http://www.techstreet.com/ashrae/products/1870180
http://www.techstreet.com/ashrae/products/1870180
http://www.techstreet.com/ashrae/products/1862482?utm_source=promotion&utm_medium=landingpage&utm_campaign=86628&utm_term=86628&utm_content=86628&ashrae_auth_token=
http://www.techstreet.com/ashrae/products/1862482?utm_source=promotion&utm_medium=landingpage&utm_campaign=86628&utm_term=86628&utm_content=86628&ashrae_auth_token=
http://www.commissioning.org/commissioningguideline/
http://www.commissioning.org/commissioningguideline/
IES DG-29-11: The Commissioning Process Applied to Lighting and Control Systems. 
IES DG-29-11: The Commissioning Process Applied to Lighting and Control Systems. 
https://www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/standard-90-1-document-history#2010
http://www.usgbc.org/articles/getting-know-leed-building-design-and-construction-bdc
http://www.usgbc.org/articles/getting-know-leed-building-design-and-construction-bdc
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warehouses and distribution centers, hospitality, and health care. 

LEED Fundamental Commissioning and Verification is an Energy 
and Atmosphere prerequisite; a project cannot be LEED Certified 
without meeting it. LEED defines the intent of Fundamental 
Commissioning and Verification to support the design, construction, 
and eventual operation of a project that meets the owner’s project 
requirements for energy, water, indoor environmental quality, and 
durability. 
 
LEED requires that ASHRAE Guideline 0-2005 be used as the 
commissioning process. The LEED BD+C Reference Guide 
does not state the methodology to commission lighting systems. 
Fortunately, IES DG-29-11 is to be used as a supplement to 
ASHRAE Guideline 0-2005. 

IES DG-29-11 includes requirements for lighting and control 
systems to fully support the commissioning process documentation, 
verification, and acceptance activities during each phase of the 
commissioning process, including a systems manual and training 
for operations and maintenance personnel and occupants. 

LEED Enhanced Commissioning is an Energy and Atmosphere 
Credit. There are 2 to 6 points available for this credit, and they can 

be obtained via two options. The first option involves implementing 
Enhanced Systems Commissioning (3 to 4 points) by either 
going with Enhanced Commissioning (3 points) or Enhanced and 

Commissioning Lighting Systems (cont.)

Table 1: This shows 
a comparison of 
commissioning 
requirements, 
including details 
about when LEED 
Fundamental 
Commissioning 
is required. 
Courtesy: Metro CD 
Engineering LLC.
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Monitored-Based Commissioning (4 points). The second option 
requires envelope commissioning of the building.

It can be challenging to determine what is required as a project is 
seeking LEED certification and ASHRAE 90.1 compliance. IES DG-
29-11 is a guide, and compliance with DG-29-11 is not listed as a 
requirement for LEED certification and ASHRAE compliance. See 
Table 1 for a comparison of the different standards and guides. 

Design and occupancy 
 
IES DG-29-11 breaks down the commissioning of lighting control 
systems into the following phases:

• Pre-design
• Design
• Construction
• Occupancy and operations. 

The pre-design phase is when the commissioning team is formed 
and is led by the commissioning authority. The commissioning team, 
consisting of the construction manager, subcontractors, and designer, 
creates the commissioning plan, develops the owner’s project 
requirements (OPR), and provides procedures to identify and track 
issues during the commissioning process. 

The OPR contains elements for design and should contain 
requirements for illumination. For example, a section of the OPR may 
state: “The lighting levels (a combination of the natural lighting and 
electric lighting) in the open-office area shall provide a maintained 
illumination average of 30 horizontal foot-candles (minimum) without 
the use of task lighting. Daylight harvesting shall be utilized to achieve 
the required foot-candle levels.” 

The OPR also states the design criteria to include goals such as 
the minimum level of LEED certification and sustainability goals. An 
example statement included in an OPR could state: “Project shall 
achieve a minimum of LEED Version 4 Silver Certification.” 

The design phase includes the completion of the basis of design 
(BOD) that explains the concepts to achieve the OPR. For example, 
suppose the OPR states: “Vacancy sensors shall be used in all 
private enclosed offices.” A BOD to achieve this OPR may state: 
“Vacancy sensors utilizing passive infrared and ultrasonic, self-
adaptive technologies shall be used in all private enclosed office. 
Sensors shall turn the lighting off within 5 minutes after an office is 
unoccupied.” 

Typically, the design phase consists of schematic design, 
design development, construction documentation, construction 

Commissioning Lighting Systems (cont.)
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administration, and final punch list. 

The schematic design contains an outline of the lighting control 
system to fulfill the OPR. The design development phase includes 
detailed drawings and specifications. 

Because lighting control strategies can be difficult for project 
stakeholders to ascertain, a diagram or drawing that explains the 
lighting control in each area/room can be of great benefit. Figure 1 
shows a partial lighting plan that has been enhanced to illustrate the 
lighting control strategies for each space. 

The construction documentation incorporates commissioning in 
the specifications. This includes lighting controls to be tested, and 
roles and responsibilities of the commissioning authority and the 
contractor(s). Including these items helps reduce or even eliminate 
conflicts and issues during commissioning tasks such as functional 
testing. For example, a commissioning specification may state, “The 
contractor shall notify the commissioning agent in writing at least 14 

days in advance of all pre-functional 
testing.” 

The commissioning authority 
reviews the lighting control design 

Figure 1: This schematic shows a 
sample design of a building’s lighting 
control plan. Each sector of the building 
is broken out by lighting needs.
Courtesy: Metro CD Engineering LLC

Commissioning Lighting Systems (cont.)
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documents to check compliance with the OPR and the commissioning 
plan. For example, the commissioning authority may check that 
daylight sensors are located correctly (e.g., not obstructed by exposed 
ductwork). Another example includes verification that occupancy 
sensors are located more than 6 to 8 ft from HVAC diffusers (check 
manufacturer’s installation instructions). The commissioning authority 
typically notifies the design team of issues discovered during the review 
of the documents. The design team should then reply formally to the 
commissioning authority’s comments and resolve all issues. 

The construction administration phase involves training of the facility 
personnel on the operation and maintenance of the lighting and control 
system. A good example of a training program includes explanation on 
how to temporarily override the lighting control system(s). 

Confirming accurate design 

Also included in this phase is performance testing. For lighting 
control systems, the commissioning authority, electrical contractor, 
operators, manufacturer representatives, and other stakeholders are 
typically present for the testing. A sample partial performance test for 
occupancy sensors may include verification that the electric lighting in 
a space turns on within 3 ft of entering a space in a private office. 
 

The commissioning authority maintains an issues log that begins at 
the pre-design phase. The log includes details of each issue and who 
is responsible to resolve each issue one. 

A systems manual, with specified sections provided by the 
construction manager, is handed by the commissioning team to 
the owner at the project turnover. The systems manual provides 
details, which are now described by LEED v4, on the operation 
and maintenance of the lighting controls. Also included are record 
drawings, submittals (shop drawings), the issues log, the OPR and 
BOD, as well as operations and maintenance manuals. 

The occupancy and operations phase begins at substantial 
completion. This includes providing completion of any deferred 
testing and training as well as maintaining the systems manual. 
The commissioning requirements of Standard 90.1-2010 require that 
the construction documents identify who will conduct and certify 
the testing. All specified lighting controls and associated software 
must be calibrated, adjusted, programmed, and assured to operate 
in accordance with construction documents and manufacturer 
installation instructions. Specific requirements are identified for 
occupancy sensors, programmable schedule controls, and 
photosensors. 

Commissioning Lighting Systems (cont.)
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For example, at a minimum, the party conducting the testing must 
confirm that the placement, sensitivity, and time-out settings for any 
installed occupancy sensors provide acceptable performance—for 
example, the lights must turn off only after the space is vacated, 
and must turn on only when the space is occupied. Time switches 
and programmable schedule controls must be programmed to turn 
the lights off. And photocontrol systems must reduce light levels 
produced by the electric lighting based on the amount of usable 
daylight in the space as specified. 

Standard 90.1-2010 requires a commissioning authority that is not 
involved in the design or construction. The commissioning authority 
verifies that the lighting controls are adjusted, programmed, and 
functioning in accordance with the design and the manufacturer’s 
installation instructions. The commissioning authority then submits 
documentation certifying that the lighting systems are in compliance 
with or exceed the performance requirements. 

Commissioning has many benefits, including reducing operational 
and maintenance costs. Commissioning of the lighting control 
systems is required by Standard 90.1-2010 and LEED. IES DG-
29-11 in conjunction with ASHRAE Guideline 0-2005 provides the 
guidelines and process for a successfully commissioned lighting 
control system. 

Commissioning Lighting Systems (cont.)
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Lighting Controls Increase Energy Performance
Engineers should look at the specific lighting control 
requirements in the latest versions of ASHRAE 
Standard 90.1 and IECC and review some best 
practices and insights on how incorporating lighting 

controls influences a building’s energy performance.

Danna Jensen and Jason Jullie, ccrd, Dallas.

High-performance, energy-efficient buildings tend to be the obvious 
choice in today’s design of commercial buildings, and lighting is a 
primary target for energy savings. However, not that long ago, energy 
conservation was not a primary consideration in building design. 
In response to the energy crisis of the 1970s, the first standard for 
energy efficiency was established in 1975 and is the standard we still 
know today as ASHRAE Standard 90.1: Energy Standard for Buildings 
Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings.

The creation of this standard initiated the formation of many energy 
codes and standards over the next few decades, and in 1998, the 
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) was developed. 
Today, both ASHRAE 90.1 and IECC have become widely adopted 
as the benchmarks for energy efficiency in buildings. There are 
numerous other relevant energy codes such as ASHRAE Standard 
189, California Title 24, and various state energy codes, as well as 

building rating systems such as Energy Star, U.S. Green Building 
Council (USGBC) LEED, International Green Construction Code 

Figure 1: This map depicts the status of state energy code adoption across the United 
States as of May 2014. Courtesy: www.energycodes.gov

https://www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/standard-90-1
https://www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/standard-90-1
http://shop.iccsafe.org/2012-international-energy-conservation-code-soft-cover.html
https://www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/standard-189-1
https://www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/standard-189-1
http://www.usgbc.org/leed
http://stage.iccsafe.org/codes-tech-support/codes/2015-i-codes/igcc/
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(IgCC), and the Architecture 2030 Challenge.  

For the purposes of this article, the term “energy codes” is used to 
describe both ASHRAE 90.1 (a standard), and the IECC (a code) as a 
collective group. To check the status of current energy code adoption 
across the United States, refer to the U.S. Dept. of Energy Building 
Energy Codes Program at www.energycodes.gov (see Figure 1). 

The primary purpose of the energy codes is to conserve energy in 
commercial building construction. The codes include requirements 
for building envelope and HVAC equipment, and devote an entire 
chapter to lighting. While energy codes may be confusing, their 
proper application has the potential for significant energy savings. 

Lighting power densities

There are two main methods of reducing lighting power consumption 
within buildings: restricting the input wattage of fixtures and restricting 
the length of time the fixtures operate. Energy codes address both 
of these methods; however, this article will only discuss methods of 
lighting control with the intent to optimize the length of time a fixture is 
in operation. 

This is not meant to diminish the importance of lighting power density 

in lighting design; it is simply not within the scope of this article. The 
concepts discussed in this article should be used in tandem with 
lighting power reduction as a complete method to reduce lighting 
power consumption. 

Automatic space control

One of the fundamental principles of the energy codes is to regulate 
how lights are turned on and off in a space. Controlling the duration 
artificial illuminance is energized is one of the most basic methods 
of conserving energy. The code requirement states that the lights in 
most areas must be automatically switched off either via schedule-
based or occupancy-based shutoff. (Certain exceptions apply to this 
requirement as well as to the other the requirements discussed in this 
article; however, a discussion of the exceptions is omitted for the sake 
of brevity.) 

Next, the codes address how the lights are permitted to be turned 
back on. The latest codes mandate that using sensors that simply 
switch lights on and off based on passive infrared or ultrasonic 
technologies is no longer acceptable. The controls are still required 
to automatically switch the lights off when a space is unoccupied, 
but now they are not allowed to automatically switch the lights back 
on. The controls must be set so that the fixtures are either manually 

Lighting Controls Increase Energy Performance (cont.)

http://www.energycodes.gov/
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turned on, or if automatically switched on, they may only be switched 
on to not more than 50% power. This can lead to additional ballasts, 
fixtures, and wiring, so an automatic on design at this reduced power 
may not be the most economical solution.

Meeting these fundamental requirements may be accomplished in a 
number of ways, and the designer must first consider the use of the 
space. Small areas with less predictable schedules or intermittent 
usage, such as private offices and conference rooms, are good 
candidates for occupancy-based shutoff. Occupant sensing devices 
are installed to signal the lighting to turn off when an area becomes 
unoccupied and are set to automatic off/manual on (referred to 
as “vacancy sensing”). Controls for larger spaces with regular 
schedules, such as common areas and open offices, are better 
suited for a schedule-based shutoff. A relay panel design solution 
suits this application because it offers flexibility with scheduled 
automatic shutoff during normal business hours with the option to 
manually override the controls if an occupant should require lighting 
beyond the normal schedule.  

Lighting reduction

After applying automatic control strategies, lighting reduction 
requirements offer additional energy savings by further reducing 

the lighting power used throughout the day. The codes state 
that separate controls are required to reduce the lighting power 
in a reasonably uniform pattern across the space. The lighting 
reduction requirement is designed to allow occupants to 
actively reduce the output of the lighting in the space to adjust 
to their personal comfort level. Several methods of reduction 
are described in the codes, ranging from separate switching to 
continuous dimming. 

Dimming of fixtures in a space is achieved by adding a dimming 
ballast or driver to the fixture, and while this option will yield the 
greatest range in flexibility for lighting reduction, it may drive up 
the overall cost of the lighting control system. A dual-ballasted or 
stepped-ballasts approach may reduce the premium for dimming 
by as much as 85%.

Daylight zone control

The use of natural daylighting compares favorably to most artificial 
lighting systems, and the codes are written to take advantage of 
daylight as a supplemental lighting source. In spaces with plenty 
of daylight, this strategy is inherently one of the best ways to 
reduce lighting energy consumption by controlling the amount of 
time the fixtures are on during occupied hours. The energy codes 

Lighting Controls Increase Energy Performance (cont.)
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define various “daylight zones” based on side- or top-lighted areas 
and require that these zones are separately controlled. 

The daylighting zone control requirements are relatively new to both 
codes, so it is important for the designer to understand the building 
envelope and zoning requirements to design the correct control 
strategy. ASHRAE 90.1-2013 defines the zones based on the total 
wattage installed, whereas IECC-2012 defines the zones based 
on square footage and distance from the daylight fenestration. The 
codes also differ on their method of control. IECC-2012 allows the 
daylighting controls to be either manual or automatic, but ASHRAE 
90.1-2013 requires all daylight controls be automatic. 

Acceptable automatic methods are continuous dimming, or stepped 
dimming using multi-level switching and daylight-sensing controls. 
As previously discussed, dimming fixtures tends to add initial costs; 
however, with some facilities seeing an average of 46% energy 
savings when installing daylight harvesting systems, the return on 
investment is relatively quick (Energy savings in schools, 2011). A 
continuous dimming system includes indoor photo sensors where, as 
the daylight contribution increases in a space, the lights automatically 
dim to preset levels. This provides gradual lighting adjustments 
without lowering the lighting quality or levels in the space. Zoning the 
light fixtures based on their proximity to the window or skylight allows 

the system to properly adjust the artificial light in response to daylight. 

Exterior controls

If the project includes exterior lighting, additional requirements are 
outlined in the codes. The exterior fixtures must automatically turn 
off based on daylight, and any decorative façade and landscape 
lighting must be automatically shut off between midnight and 6 a.m. 
(security lighting is exempt from this requirement). The exterior lighting 
must also be controlled by a combination of photo sensor and time 
switch. The basic components of an exterior control system will easily 
interface with whatever control strategy is applied on the interior of the 
building for a total building lighting control solution. 

Specialty and parking garage controls

Once the above standards are met, the energy codes have more 
specific requirements for specialty areas such as display/accent 
lighting, case lighting, and task lighting. These sections remain 
relatively unchanged from previous versions of the code and require 
separate control devices for specialty lighting. However, in 2010, 
ASHRAE 90.1 added a new section dedicated to parking garage 
control, and in 2013 it enhanced the requirements even further. 
Previously, requirements for control of parking garage fixtures were 

Lighting Controls Increase Energy Performance (cont.)
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not mandated, but now ASHRAE 90.1-2013 requires automatic 
shutoff in garages based on both occupancy and exposure to natural 
daylight. 

The occupant control must be by one or more devices that 
automatically reduce power of each fixture by a minimum of 30% 

when no activity is detected 
within a zone. A basic 
solution to the requirement 
is to provide fixtures 
with onboard occupant 
sensors. The onboard 
sensor signals the fixture 
to reduce the light output 
to a preset level. The 
designer must be cognizant 
when incorporating such 
a system, however, to not 
jeopardize the safety of 
the garage occupants. 
ASHRAE 90.1-2013 defines 
the zone as not more than 
3,600 sq ft, so the controls 
must be triggered far 

enough in advance so that a car or pedestrian is not entering a dark 
area before the fixtures are triggered to react. 

The code also mandates that additional controls are required to 
automatically reduce lighting levels of fixtures located with 20 ft 
of a perimeter opening exposed to daylight. Similar to the indoor 
application of daylight control, garage daylight sensors must be 
installed to reduce the light output in response to daylight.
 
Total building lighting control solution

With a better understanding of how to manage the multiple individual 
components of the energy code requirements, let’s discuss a total 
building lighting control system that integrates all of the code required 
controls into a single system. A full networked lighting control system 
is a digital architecture that integrates occupancy-, schedule-, and 
daylight-based controls into one networked system (see Figure 2). 
The network control system includes addressable light fixtures, 
switches, occupancy/vacancy sensors, relay panels/time switches, 
and photosensors, and when implemented in a facility, it not only 
meets the current energy code requirements, it also reduces energy 
consumption and enhances occupant convenience. The system 
provides the ability to modify any number of parameters such as 
adjusting time delays in specific occupancy sensors, recalibrating 

Lighting Controls Increase Energy Performance (cont.)

Figure 2: A fully networked lighting control system 
provides digital addressable technology in every 
device in every zone for maximum flexibility and 
control. Courtesy: ccrd
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setpoints for daylight controls, and adjusting maximum power 
consumption on any device in the network from a single location. 
As the system is calibrated to more accurately react to occupant 
schedules and the presence of natural light, the overall building 
lighting power consumption may reduce significantly. 
 
The ultimate goal is to provide not only a code-compliant design, but 
also a high-performing, energy-efficient building. Fully understanding 
the detailed requirements of the codes (and the differences between 
them) will lead the designer down the correct path. Refer to Table 1 
as a quick reference guide to the different requirements discussed 
in this article. As the codes continue to change, so will the available 
lighting and control products.  

A full building lighting control solution may very well become a 
standard design practice in the near future. The actual energy 
savings will depend on a multitude of factors such as occupant 
behavior, building type, site orientation, device settings, and level 
of commissioning, and the initial upfront cost may sound daunting 
(anywhere between $1 to $2 per sq ft). However, the realized 
energy consumption savings average as much as 40%, making the 
investment well worth the effort.

Table 1: This summarizes 
the different lighting control 
requirements of ASHRAE 
90.1-2013 versus IECC-2012. 
Courtesy: ccrd

Lighting Controls Increase Energy Performance (cont.)
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Part 1 looks at four common types of lighting controls: 
panelboards, dimming controls, addressable controls, and 
relay-based systems.

Michael Heinsdorf, PE, LEED AP, CDT, ARCOM.

Lighting control is an effective 
way to save energy beyond using 
energy-efficient lighting sources 
and manual or sensor operated 
switches. A lighting control system 
controls multiple luminaires at one 
central point or it may be modular. 
This type of system allows local 
control or communicates with 
the BAS, and employs energy 
conservation measures such as 
daylight harvesting and occupancy 
sensing. With modern digital 
communications, the possibilities 
are essentially limitless, and 
the integration, operation, and 
coordination of these systems can 
become quite complex. 

An engineer can use MasterSpec to specify one of four lighting 
control methods in a commercial or industrial project: a lighting 
control panelboard, central or modular dimming controls, addressable 
luminaire controls, and relay controlled circuits. These four don’t cover 
every single type of lighting control, but they are the most common 
types of lighting controls specified in the United States. 

 
Lighting control panelboards 
use electrically operated circuit 
breakers to control lighting. 
These panelboards can be a 
standalone or networked system, 
and they are very similar to 
standard panelboards, except 
that they use low-voltage or 
digital control circuits to operate 
circuit breakers. The circuit 
breakers provide the same or 
similar overcurrent and overload 
protection to the attached circuits. 
Note that circuit breakers are 
not as durable as other lighting 
control devices, such as relays. 
Individual luminaires or portions 

Specifying Lighting Controls: Part 1

There are four common types of lighting controls: panelboards, dimming controls, 
addressable controls, and relay-based systems. Courtesy: ARCOM
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of the circuit controlled by the relays may additionally be controlled 
by an individual lighting control device, such as a snap switch or 
photoelectric relay, as long as the switch is properly wired into the 
circuit controlled by the circuit breaker. 
 
One disadvantage of this control scheme that it only provides on 
and off control with no dimming capability, while an advantage is 
that both switch and overcurrent protection are combined into one 
unit, saving space and cost. This means that they are ideal for 
applications such as sports lighting or for luminaires that do not 
need to be dimmed. 
 
Central and modular dimming controls allow the user to control light 
levels using a control interface. A central dimming system allows 
on-off control and control of groups or individual lighting levels. It is 
a hybrid of a wall-box dimmer and a theatrical lighting system. This 
combination results in a system that allows several different types of 
control panels and almost unlimited zones, but it requires dimmers 
to be mounted in remote cabinets and can result in complicated 
wiring schemes. Modular dimming controls consist of standard 
components that are combined to provide various dimming control 
schemes. These systems are not as robust or capable as a central 
dimming system, but they cost less. Both types of systems are 
capable of being controlled by or interfacing with a BAS. 

Addressable luminaire lighting controls use a digital addressable 
lighting interface to control lighting. The original standard 
required separate cabling for a separate control unit connected 
to a luminaire; modern luminaires can have the control unit 
as part of the luminaire from the factory and use Cat 6 cable, 
powerline carrier, or wireless networking to control the luminaire. 
An advantage is that power may be connected to the luminaire 
and the luminaire may be controlled via a central system, local 
addressable switches, or both. Advances in this type of system 
make it difficult for a drawing or specification to stay current, so 
the engineer should carefully coordinate with a manufacturer 
or several manufacturers’ representatives. Of these four lighting 
control systems, this type offers the most flexibility and expansion 
potential, but also relies more on the manufacturer to support 
and maintain the system components than do the other types of 
lighting control. 
 
A relay-based lighting control system uses a lighting control panel 
with mechanically held relays for switching the lighting on and 
off. Many of the characteristics are similar to a lighting control 
panelboard: the system can be standalone or networked, it can 
use line or ultra-low voltage for relay control, and the relays only 
turn the circuits on or off with no dimming capability. Individual 
luminaires controlled by the relays may also be controlled by 

Specifying Lighting Controls: Part 1 (cont.)
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an individual lighting control device, such as a snap switch or 
photoelectric relay, as long as the switch is properly wired into 
the circuit controlled by the relay. These types of systems are 
extremely reliable, and can be used for more than lighting control, 
as most relays are rated for up to a certain horsepower. Most 
relays have endurance ratings in excess of 50,000 operations at 
full load. 
 
It should be noted that these four methods all can use similar 
time, light sensing, or computer control to control lighting. 
These systems can generate control signals internally by using 
occupancy schedules or responding to alarms. They can also 
accept external inputs from manual overrides, daylight harvesting 
sensors, or the BAS that can trigger action on part of the lighting 
control system and send information to related control systems, 
such as power demand control, tenant billing, or the BAS. 
 
Choosing the proper lighting control system will depend on many 
different factors, some of which include the owner’s desire for 
flexibility, energy savings, individual or group control, sensor or 
BAS integration, reporting, ease of use, and maintenance. The 
pros and cons of each type of system should be discussed 
between the engineer and the design team during programming 
or design development. The results of that discussion can help 

the engineer make the appropriate choice of lighting control 
system and coordinate the information on the drawings and in the 
specifications. 
 
That’s a brief discussion of lighting control as it is covered in 
MasterSpec. In the next article, we’ll discuss some common 
criteria for specifying lighting control. 

Specifying Lighting Controls: Part 1 (cont.)
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To start determining what kind of lighting control system meets your client’s or 
project’s needs, make a list of the requirements. Courtesy: ARCOM

Specifying Lighting Controls: Part 2
When specifying a lighting control system, reviewing the four 
types of lighting control discussed in part 1 of this series is a 
good place to start. Part 2 tells you how to determine what kind 
of lighting control system meets the client’s requirements.

Michael Heinsdorf, PE, LEED AP, CDT, ARCOM.

To start determining what kind of lighting control system meets your 
client’s or project’s needs, make a list of the requirements. This can 
be a pretty daunting task; consider 
that the U.S. Dept. of Energy’s 
Building Technology Department’s 
Lighting Development, Application, 
and Compliance Guide has 15 
pages dedicated to lighting control 
and doesn’t even come close to 
covering all the different scenarios 
that require lighting control. 
But there are some fairly basic 
considerations that are common to 
most projects: location, occupant 
schedule, building use, control, 
size, energy performance, cost, 
and commissioning.  

Location
 
Where the project is located will have an impact on the extent and 
possibly the type of lighting controls. As of July 1, 2014, title 24 part 6 
of California’s Building Energy Efficiency Program requires mandatory 
lighting control for newly constructed or altered buildings. In addition 
to lighting control, title 24 part 6 also requires control of plug loads, 
demand response loads, sign lighting, and energy metering, and 
commissioning of the facility and the associated control systems. 

Almost any type of lighting control 
can be used to satisfy this basic 
requirement.  
 
Occupant schedule: An office 
building has different requirements 
for lighting control compared to a 
data center. Office buildings are 
typically on a five-day schedule 
with a fairly predictable occupant 
load. On the other hand, a data 
center may have no lighting or 
only minimum lighting levels for 
the majority of time, aside from 
preplanned service or inspection 
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http://www.energycodes.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Lighting_Resource_Guide.pdf
http://www.energycodes.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Lighting_Resource_Guide.pdf
http://www.energycodes.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Lighting_Resource_Guide.pdf
http://www.energycodes.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Lighting_Resource_Guide.pdf
http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/
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Specifying Lighting Controls: Part 2 (cont.)

appointments and unplanned service that require high and consistent 
lighting levels to identify and work on the IT equipment. With this in 
mind, an addressable or modular dimming control system with motion 
or sound control is the best choice of lighting control for data centers 
and other buildings alike.

Building use: The proper type of lighting control system for the 
project is directly correlated to how the building will be used. Is 
it an office building or a data center? Is task, display, or accent 
lighting required? Are low levels of light acceptable in some places 
and high levels required in others? TIA-942-A, Telecommunications 
Infrastructure Requirements for Data Centers, specifies light levels 
for data centers according to low, medium, and high light levels. 
Low allows for surveillance, medium allows for movement, and high 
is best for servicing and installing IT equipment. Ambient lighting 
typically addresses the low and medium levels, while the high levels 
may use task lighting, which is often implemented using sensors for 
a “follow-me” system. Office building lighting levels are suggested 
by the IES Lighting Handbook, which includes considerations not 
found in data center lighting, such as occupancy loads, accent 
lighting, and daylighting. A mix of addressable or modular lighting 
control for locations with variable lighting levels, and relay or 
panelboard lighting control for decorative areas may be required to 
achieve the desired result.

Control: You need to determine what kind of control the client 
wants. Does the client require individual luminaire or zone control? 
Should the lighting control be accessible in multiple locations or one 
centralized location? Is automatic or manual control preferred for all 
or only some of the luminaires? An addressable control system allows 
for control of individual luminaires; a relay control system only allows 
for zone control at best. The addressable luminaire systems typically 
come at a premium and require communications infrastructure and 
programming, while the relay- or panel-based systems are usually 
much cheaper to implement. Keep this in mind when choosing the 
best lighting control system for the project. 
 
Size: Much in the same way that the use of a building helps 
determine the proper lighting control system to install, the size of a 
building also affects the lighting that’s needed. For instance, a large 
building may have completely different lighting control requirements 
than a small building does. While it may be expensive to implement 
an addressable lighting control system for every luminaire in a large 
building, the cost to do the same in a smaller system may not be as 
high, and the desired energy savings may dictate this path. 

Energy performance: Sustainable design standards, such as LEED 
v4, ASHRAE 189.1, Green Globes, and the IgCC, require the lighting 
system to meet certain power density and control requirements. 

https://global.ihs.com/search_res.cfm?RID=TIA&INPUT_DOC_NUMBER=TIA-942
http://www.ies.org/handbook/
http://www.usgbc.org/leed#v4
http://www.usgbc.org/leed#v4
https://www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/standard-189-1
http://stage.iccsafe.org/codes-tech-support/codes/2015-i-codes/igcc/
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Specifying Lighting Controls: Part 2 (cont.)

Ideally, a building built to one of these standards would have every 
single luminaire individually controlled to optimize lighting energy 
use, which can be done using an addressable lighting control 
system. However, this system comes at a premium, as the material 
and installation costs are higher than most other types of lighting 
control systems. If you are operating under a constrained budget, 
it may behoove you to consider lighting systems that are slightly 
less energy efficient but more cost-effective than an addressable 
lighting control system. For more details on lighting controls and 
energy performance, see this article.

Cost: This important factor has been touched on throughout the 
above considerations, as a project’s budget can greatly affect the 
type of lighting system implemented. Whether it is justifying the 
higher cost of the system by demonstrating how quickly the system 
will pay for itself through its lower operational costs (payback) or 
justifying increased cost to meet the power density required, cost 
should always be a factor. Keep in mind that less complex systems 
that are relay or panelboard based are significantly cheaper than 
addressable or modular systems.  
 
Commissioning: You should note that the type and size of the 
lighting control system will drive commissioning requirements and 
the commissioning process. All types of lighting control used to 

meet sustainable design requirements-and most building code 
requirements-likely need to be commissioned. During design 
development, you should define the commissioning and testing 
requirements, interface with other systems or devices, and 
coordinate with the commissioning authority. For example, an 
addressable control lighting system with its multiple components, 
control interfaces, and wiring will require more effort on part of the 
commissioning authority than a panelboard system.  
 
While this wasn’t an all-inclusive look at the factors involved in 
choosing a lighting control, hopefully it gave you an idea of some 
of the considerations to keep in mind when choosing a lighting 
control system.

http://www.csemag.com/single-article/lighting-controls-increase-energy-performance/8a258bd9c5f214b6ee8e71c87ec2a756.html
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Achieving Energy Efficiency Through Integrated Lighting Controls
Michael Lunn, Senior Product Manager, North America, Eaton’s 
Cooper Lighting Division.
 
Introduction

With reports from the U.S. Energy Information Administration 
indicating that “21 percent of the total energy used in commercial 
buildings and 38 percent of all electricity used in commercial
buildings is used for artificial lighting” (Gelfo, 2013), it’s no 

wonder that recent 
building codes have 
given automated 
lighting controls the 
spotlight.

Of the approximately 
3,684 terawatt-
hours (TWh) of 
electricity produced 
in the United States 
annually, about 18 
percent (or 700 TWh) 
is used for lighting. 
Up to 92 percent of 

lumens (total light emitted) used are taken up by non-residential 
settings.

Lighting affords one of the simplest means to both conserving 
energy and reducing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (Kay, 
2012). With intelligent lighting control systems, we “can [further] 
reduce the amount of energy waste[d] from lighting” (Rubinstein, 
2011). Today’s lighting control systems can provide real-time 
information on energy utilization or send alerts when events 
occur or problems are detected. Significant resource gains, cost 
savings, design flexibility and user benefits are possible.

A 2013 Navigant Research Report suggests that “worldwide 
revenue from networked lighting controls will grow from $1.7 
billion annually in 2013 to more than $5.3 billion by 2020.” Of 
this figure, the forecast finds revenue from occupancy sensors, 
photosensors and lighting network control gear alone could 
reach nearly $2.7 billion.

“As falling prices for light emitting diodes (LEDs) drive up 
adoption rates of LED lamps, the adoption of lighting controls will 
also accelerate” (Navigant Research, 2013). Increasingly, more 
stringent code compliance requirements and a growing interest 
in lighting design versatility are key factors driving this demand.

Figure 1. Lighting energy use by building sector
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Know control: turn on to 
smarter, more versatile lighting 
control options.

Almost everyone is familiar with 
the dimming switch. Early efforts 
to control lighting allowed an 
individual user the ability to 
directly control available light in a 
specific environment. Other basic 
controls include manual, personal 
and room control.

A second set of options emerged 
with the introduction of sensors to 
the space. Motion sensors detect 
whether or not a user is present 
and illumination is needed. 
Programmable controls such 
as occupancy sensing vacancy 
sensing and auto shutoff rely on 
motion-based sensing to turn 
lights on or off as needed.

Table 1. Potential energy savings from integrated lighting controls

Achieving Energy Efficiency Through Integrated Lighting Controls (cont.)
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With the addition of integrated controls and tuning, lighting automa- 
tion affords powerful energy savings and exciting design solutions. 
With these controls, sensors are integrated directly within the fixture or 
luminaire. This makes it possible to gauge energy and lumens output 
with precision, while controlling specific fixtures individually. Integrated 
controls also allow several different control strategies to work in 
unison—for example, occupancy sensing, daylight harvesting and 
personal dimming might all be employed at once to achieve optimal 
efficiency.

In September 2012, the General Services Administration (GSA) 
reported on the energy savings potential of occupancy response 
control. The evaluation focused on three control strategies: personal 
controls, occupancy sensing and institutional tuning and scheduling. 
The study spanned seven locations across five buildings with different 
occupancy and work style patterns. Results showed energy savings 
that ranged from 27 to 63 percent with payback for continually used 
spaces achievable in less than 7 years (GSA, 2012). Spaces with long 
operating hours and varying occupancy patterns benefited most.

Even more recently, the GSA released findings from a study of 
Integrated Daylighting Systems (IDS). Daylight harvesting is the use 
of daylight to help offset energy consumption from artificial lighting. 
“IDS measures prevailing natural light against predetermined lighting 

setpoints and signals electronic dimming ballasts to minimize electric 
light output accordingly”(GSA, 2014). The study estimates potential 
energy savings from IDS—where daylight harvesting is one of several 
components in a well-integrated lighting control system—to be as 
high as 60 percent.

A range of other lighting controls address more detailed aspects 
of the holistic lighting infrastructure, including multi-building control 
and monitoring, receptacle control, zoning and emergency controls. 
Renowned lighting expert Francis Rubinstein provides a thorough 
overview of the differences and nuances of available options in 
Lighting Controls in Commercial Buildings.

Code compliant construction: the new mandate for
energy efficiency

Every builder should consider an integrated lighting controls strategy 
early on in new construction or retrofit projects.

Each state within the United States currently requires some version of 
the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers’ ASHRAE 90.1 building standard. An October 2013 
ruling by the Department of Energy (DOE) mandated commercial 
compliance with the minimum requirements set forth in ASHRAE 90.1-

Achieving Energy Efficiency Through Integrated Lighting Controls (cont.)
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2010. All jurisdictions in the U.S. will soon be required to comply with 
it or a superior state energy code. California’s Title 24 is perhaps the 
most stringent of all state codes; it went into effect on July 1, 2014.
ASHRAE 90.1-2010 introduces the greatest leaps in lighting controls 
requirements in some time. All new construction and retrofit projects 
with greater than 10 percent of the connected lighting load modified 
must comply with the new ASHRAE 90.1-2010 requirements or a 
stricter code. This means that even small lighting upgrade projects 
may need to meet code compliance. Significant changes include 
stronger lighting control requirements tied to specific lighting control 
applications and stricter lighting power density (LPD) values.

Automatic shutoff is prominent in the ASHRAE 90.1-2010 code and 
requires methods to achieve automatic shutoff in most spaces.
Typically, shutoff must occur within 30 minutes of vacancy. “At least 
one control device (e.g., light switch, dimmer, or occupancy sensor) 
is required for each space enclosed by ceiling-height partitions to 
control that space’s general lighting” (Schultz and Chow, 2011).

Prior to this code update, around half of the energy used by a lighting 
system was consumed while portions of the facility were vacant.

Occupancy sensing and time scheduling systems eliminate wasted 
energy by minimizing the operating hours of the lighting system while 

accommodating the variable work hours and habits of the building’s 
occupants.

Daylighting strategies are also given emphasis in the updated code. 
Mandatory control provisions are set for spaces with primary and 
secondary sidelighting (large windows) and/or toplighting (skylights).

Many of the code changes address specific control of task-oriented 
spaces. A combination of auto shutoff and daylighting may be required 
for employee lunch and break rooms; conference and meeting rooms; 
classrooms, lecture halls and training rooms; storage or supply rooms 
of 50 to 1,000 square feet; copy and print rooms; office spaces up 
to 250 square feet; restrooms; and dress- ing, locker or fitting rooms. 
Additional requirements are defined for parking lots and garages.

Commissioning is required by ASHRAE 90.1-2010, which ensures 
correct installation, testing and maintained usage. It’s clear that 
this requirement is a result of both the increasing capabilities 
and complexity of lighting control options, as well as the higher 
mandates for achieving energy efficiency in the commercial sector. 
“If the controls [and their intent] are not well-understood or do not 
function properly once a building is ‘turned over’ or the renovated 
areas are occupied, there is little chance the projected energy 
savings can be realized“ (Allen, 2014).

Achieving Energy Efficiency Through Integrated Lighting Controls (cont.)
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Rubinstein points out that luminaires that incorporate integrated 
sensors avoid many of the potential commissioning issues faced 
when using area-based sensors. Look for products that feature 
factory-installed sensing systems such as the Metalux EncounterE 
with integrated sensors from Eaton.

To achieve optimal energy efficiency while securing code compli- 
ance, consider lighting controls that integrate addressable systems 
with software control available from multiple devices and touch 
screens. For the commercial sector, this approach introduces basic 
lighting intelligence and intuitive design elements that can result in 
significant energy savings.

Addressable control systems reduce the amount of line voltage 
wiring on a project by 50–80 percent as compared to a relay-based 
solution. This is because control shifts from circuit level (relays) to 
individual devices (addressable) greatly simplifying the electrical 
design and the wiring installation.

Digital addressable controls offer two distinct advantages:
1.) Each ballast/driver has a unique ID (address); and 2.) all of a 
facility’s fixtures can be networked together. As a two-conductor 
data wire-based solution, digital addressable control systems 
enable a simple enterprise-level solution that a building manager 

can program, manage and maintain for best-in-class energy 
management capabilities.

Addressable controls may be either wired or wireless. Although 
both can be used within a facility, addressable wireless controls are 
especially common for outdoor applications.

Previously, addressable controls dealt only with large zones where 
a relay might control 20 amps or 10 fixtures at once. With the new 
digital addressable controls, however, the fixture itself is smart.
Controls can “address” a specific driver or even an individual fixture 
for illumination or power adjustments, maintenance and reporting.

Software-based addressable control allows for fully personalized 
lighting ergonomics. Multiple points of access allow end users to 
interact with the lighting system in the most convenient way possible: 
whether by wall stations, web-based software, VOIP telephones or 
mobile devices. Addressable systems such as Eaton’s Fifth Light 
System allow for intelligent lighting control via either a mobile device 
or a centralized dashboard software solution.

Remote controls borrow the paradigm of anywhere, anytime control 
using mobile devices and software. Today’s users are accustomed 
to home security systems with remote control access via mobile 

Achieving Energy Efficiency Through Integrated Lighting Controls (cont.)
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apps; the same functionality is expected in all aspects of the 
workplace. With this approach, wall stations may not be needed at 
all; using a combination of occupancy sensors and a mobile device, 
a user can control the lights while approaching the building.

App-based controls also integrate easily with an iPadT or mini 
tablets that can mount to the wall for in-room or complementary 
control needs. This approach makes it easy for updates to be made 
to the control interface at any time, significantly improving the user 
experience on an ongoing basis.

For facility managers, a user-friendly, enterprise-wide view of all the 
lighting, power and energy use in their building (or buildings)
is critical for effective operations. Many different software packages 
are available with a range of automation features to support 
maintenance, reporting and analytics.

By running automatic system checks and then delivering a detailed 
status report, Eaton’s Fifth Light System keeps maintenance crews 
in the loop via automatic email notifications. The monitoring system 
can detect luminaire tube and ballast or driver failures and provide 
detailed system diagnostic reports.

More importantly, the Fifth Light reporting software allows building 

managers to view, track and chart the energy consumption of their 
lighting system on a user-by-user, floor-by-floor and tenant-by-tenant 
basis. All the lighting and power being used in the building—down 
to control of a specific fixture or group of fixtures—can be monitored 
and maintained quickly and easily from a single dashboard.

Great expectations: lighting power density and
control requirements

ASHRAE 90.1-2010 has set new expectations for controls require- 
ments in energy codes moving forward. For example, the code 
may require controls for only turning lighting on to 50 percent power 
or less by default within a designated space. In these scenarios, 
an “occupant needs to manually flip the switch to energize the 
remaining lights, thereby illuminating the space 100 percent” (Allen, 
2014).

Prepackaged lighting control systems are a simple and easy way to 
achieve the necessary offset in LPD required for code compliance.
In some states, tax credits are incentivizing the commercial sector 
toward implementing controls for higher LPD offsets. There are 
specific incentives for demand response under Title 24 (see details 
in DiLouie, 2014). The federal Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct05) 
features similar incentives specific to lighting retrofits. Available 

Achieving Energy Efficiency Through Integrated Lighting Controls (cont.)
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incentives on a state-by-state basis can be found by visiting 
http://www.dsireusa.org (Chow, 2014).

Discover COI (Control Over Investment): save energy and money 
with integrated lighting control solutions

Recent implementations at the local, state and national levels 
demonstrate increased savings, improved efficiency and faster return 
on investment from new construction and retrofit projects employing 
integrated LED-based lighting control systems.

“LED retrofits can save 40 percent or more energy when compared 
with traditional light sources such as incandescent, halogen, and 
high intensity discharge (HID)” (Chow, 2014). By adding integrated 
controls to the LED lighting mix, it’s possible to gain smarter control in 
each room along with maximum lighting flexibility for individual tasks 
or specific user preferences. Each light fixture can be individu- ally 
controlled so that two people sitting side by side can both have their 
unique preferences met at the same time.

Integrated LED control solutions can also better address energy 
use and lighting design aesthetics in spaces that were previously 
extremely difficult to light efficiently. Large or awkward spaces 
benefit from a mix of integrated controls, tuning and fixture grouping 

schemes. Rubinstein offers an example of fixtures bundled into large 
zones that can be programmed to operate in concert with occupancy 
sensors and addressable wireless controls: “When any fixture in the 
group senses occupants, all fixtures in the group turn on to a ‘back- 
ground’ lumens level; the fixtures above specific occupants can then 
manually or automatically brighten to a higher level” (Rubinstein, 
2014). Areas where major energy efficiency gains can be seen from 
this approach include high bay lighting; outdoor and site lighting; and 
some specialty lighting applications such as patient lighting.

The Sustainability Club at the National Science Foundation (NSF) 
Smart Lighting Engineering Research Center (ERC) demonstrated a 
major luminaire replacement project on the campus of Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute. More than 300 par 30 halogen luminaires 
operating 24/7 were replaced with LED fixtures in the Great Hall and 
Darrin Communication Center (DCC). The halogen lights consumed an 
estimated 200,000 kilowatt-hours per year, costing the campus about 
$13,000 in energy costs alone. With an estimated lifetime of only 3,000 
hours, these luminaires were constantly in need of replacement, a time-
consuming process that required a ladder and two employees.

Initial energy savings projected at 80 percent allow for a return on 
investment within just 18 months and significant energy savings 
annually. The largely student-led project in the DCC alone will realize an 

Achieving Energy Efficiency Through Integrated Lighting Controls (cont.)
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estimated $21,000 per year in energy and labor costs savings as well 
as a reduction in Rensselaer’s annual carbon footprint by 123 metric 
tons of CO2.

With many new construction and renovation projects ongoing or in 
the planning stages, Washington State University (WSU) sought a 
lighting control system capable of meeting both new building codes 
and retrofit requirements across a diversity of space functions and 
task-based applications. WSU’s campus comprises more than 630 
buildings; the school’s example projects included interior and exterior 
renovations of Martin Stadium, design of a new residence hall and 
installations at recently completed research laboratory facilities such 
as the Veterinary and Biomedical Research building.

WSU’s presiding concern was auto shutoff control to satisfy build- 
ing codes and minimize energy waste. Eaton’s Greengate lighting 
control system was chosen for its impressive customization capabili- 
ties and for its ability to support goals and requirements for LEEDT 
certification.

As an energy management solution, Greengate accommodated the 
specific needs of a wide variety of spaces requiring the same key 
lighting control components—the Greengate lighting control panel, 
occupancy sensor and photosensor. “We combine the timeclock 

control from the lighting control panel and occupancy sensors to 
execute the full sweep off, required by Washington building codes, 
without leaving people in the dark,” said Brian Funke, construction 
manager for WSU.

LEDs are a higher efficacy light source. By offering more lumens per 
watt per square foot, LEDs reduce overall lighting power consumption 
while vastly improving illumination design flexibility and aesthetics.

Achieving Energy Efficiency Through Integrated Lighting Controls (cont.)

Figure 2. 
Energy 
savings 
from lighting 
controls at 12 
demonstration 
sites
(source: 
Rubinstein 
Lightfair 2014 
presentation)
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Chow (2014) outlines several 
other reasons why LEDs 
have become attractive: low 
environmental impact from 
a combination of energy 
savings, longevity and a lack 
of hazardous materials; no 
UV (ultravio- let) rays or IR 
(infrared) heat radiation; ideal 
for frequent on–off switch 
cycling common in meeting 
requirements for occupancy 
sensors; LEDs have instant 
full-on output such that 
no warm-up is required; 
and they lower life cycle 
costs both in efficiency and 
longevity.

At the 2014 Lightfair, 
Rubinstein summarized 
preliminary results from 
federal test sites exploring 
efficiency gains specific 

to integrated LED lighting systems and controls. He concluded that 
overall, “LED lighting is [now] easier and cheaper to control than 
fluorescent lighting” (Rubinstein 2014).

The federal demonstration sites provided provocative data. Consider 
the Goodfellow Building—a 6,100 square foot open office space. It 
had a 58 percent savings in LPD with 2 kWh/square feet saved in 
energy use. Surveys showed that occupants were generally more 
satisfied with the LED lighting, answering positively to questions about 
even distribution of light and pleasant brightness in workspaces. Two 
additional test sites—Metcalfe and Summit—explored the efficiency 
gains possible from solutions that integrate the sensor directly with the 
luminaire. Preliminary findings are summarized in Figure 3.

Conclusion

In conclusion, Rubinstein says it best when he notes that: “Regardless 
of light source, all lighting should be intelligently controlled” (Rubinstein 
2011). With its increasing potential and complexity, lighting design is 
quickly emerging as an art and a science. At the same time, intelligent 
and intuitive lighting control has become a key strategic investment 
for the commercial sector. As LED prices continue to fall, there will be 
increasing interest in the energy efficiency gains and control versatility 
options made use of intelligent controls with LED luminaires affords 

Figure 3. Preliminary energy consumption 
savings at two demonstration sites
(source: Rubinstein Lightfair 2014 presentation)

Achieving Energy Efficiency Through Integrated Lighting Controls (cont.)
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greater usability and human-centered design—that is, lighting controls 
that are more “resilient, efficient, and uplifting” (Rubenstein 2014), to 
name just a few.

Good lighting can have an incredible impact on human performance 
and well-being in the forms of “increased productivity, safety, security, 
personal comfort, sales, attendance, and profit” (Kay 2012), to name 
just a few.

Integrated controls help organizations meet and exceed increasingly 
more stringent energy code requirements from basic to complex 
with a high level of visual and energy performance. Pre-packaged 
solutions both simplify and optimize the code compliance process. 
By selecting intelligent lighting control solutions carefully and with 
the help of a qualified and trusted vendor, better lighting, improved 
efficiency and the full range of benefits from human-centered design 
and aesthetic versatility can all be had for a reasonable and quickly 
recoverable cost.

Highlighted resources

Eaton’s Lighting Systems and Solutions business outlined key 
considerations for reviewing, researching and planning compliance 
under the more stringent standards in the application note: 

Understand the differences between ASHRAE 90.1-2010 and 
ASHRAE 90.1-2007 and how to ensure code compliance. With 
handy pointers to the most relevant and up-to-date information 
sources, Mark Gelfo’s article Energy Codes and Lighting Design 
is another great place to start the code compliance assessment 
process.

The Illuminating Engineering Society LEM-7 Guide to Energy-Saving 
Lighting Controls was released in April 2014 in partnership with the 
Lighting Controls Association. Written by Craig DiLouie, LC, this brief 
guide outlines the latest energy-saving strategies, design consid- 
erations, equipment and communication protocols for indoor and 
outdoor lighting control systems.

In late 2013, Navigant Research published a lengthy report entitled 
Intelligent Lighting Controls for Commercial Buildings. This report 
features market analysis through 2020 by region and commercial 
building type with a technical focus on networked lighting controls. 
Information is available on advances in sensors, ballasts, drivers, 
switches, relays, controllers and communications technologies with 
profiles of select industry players.

Achieving Energy Efficiency Through Integrated Lighting Controls (cont.)
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About Eaton

Eaton delivers a broad range of innovative and reliable indoor 
and outdoor lighting luminaires and controls solutions specifically 
designed to maximize performance, energy efficiency and cost 
savings. Offering one of the broadest selections of products in 
the industry, we serve customers in the commercial, industrial, 
retail, institutional, residential, utility and other markets.

As lighting technologies have advanced, we have been at the 
forefront of the industry in helping businesses and communities 
leverage the latest technologies to improve efficiency, reduce 
costs, enrich the quality of life and protect the environment.

Eaton is dedicated to ensuring that reliable, efficient and safe 
power is available when it’s needed most. With unparalleled 
knowledge of electrical power management across industries, 
experts at Eaton deliver customized, integrated solutions to solve 
our customers’ most critical challenges.

Our focus is on delivering the right solution for the application. 
But, decision makers demand more than just innovative products. 
They turn to Eaton for an unwavering commitment to personal 
support that makes customer success a top priority. For more 

information, visit www.eaton.com/electrical.
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